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PROCESS PAPER
We were initially attracted to our topic by the poem that immortalized it, William Butler
Yeats’ “Easter 1916.” This poem incorporates a multiplicity of themes crucial to Irish
nationalism, among them the necessity of enshrining nationalist leadership, the generation of
historical legacy, and the inseparable terror and beauty of militant nationalist ideology. We
completed background research into the Easter Rising, the subject of Yeats’ poem, and
discovered that it fit well with the annual theme. When Irish nationalists seized Dublin on
Easter Monday, 1916 and declared an Irish republic, they set in motion events that led to the
creation of an Irish free state and invigorated a tradition of nationalist bloodshed that was to
shape Irish memory and politics for 100 years. Narrowing our topic, we focused on the most
visible of the Rising leaders, James Connolly and Patrick Pearse, the former a military leader,
the latter a political one. These men exhibited complementary leadership styles, in distinct
but necessary spheres of influence.
We began by studying secondary sources, especially books, scholarly articles, and
interviews with experts. We encountered primary sources, including articles, diary entries of
Rising rebels, letters, and poems, at the archives of the New York Public Library. At the
Boston Public Library, we pored over microfilm records of Connolly’s publications and
political advertisements documenting the Rising and its aftermath. We examined witness
statements catalogued by the Irish Bureau of Military History, and investigated the 1966
Rising commemoration and the Troubles through sources digitized by the National Library of
Ireland. Our favorite sources were interviews with individuals, Irish and English, who
experienced and shaped the Rising’s legacy.

We chose the performance category because it allows us to bring historical events to life
for an audience. Our topic lends itself well to this category. The Rising leaders imbued their
insurrection with an inherent theatricality, choosing a headquarters that was impossible to
defend but romantically columned, passionately reading their Proclamation, and crafting
poems on their deathbeds. In our performance, we play characters diverse in perspective:
Connolly, Pearse, General Maxwell, a female soldier, Irish citizens, a British soldier, and
Irish Republican Army paramilitaries. We designed a set that transitions from 1916 Dublin to
1970 Northern Ireland and interspersed performance with original analysis, quotations,
poetry and song.
Our project strongly relates to the theme, “Leadership and Legacy.” The Rising was
shaped by the leadership of Pearse, a skilled linguist with superior visionary capabilities, and
Connolly, a labor leader who believed in the integrity and equality of every individual.
Albeit a military failure, the Rising legitimized violence as a political tool in Ireland.
Immediately following the Rising, nationalist unrest sparked the Irish Revolutionary Period
and precipitated the Partition of Ireland; fifty years later, commemoration revitalized Rising
ideology among terrorists who wreaked havoc on an innocent Irish and English populace in
Northern Ireland for the next three decades. As the 100th anniversary of the Rising
approaches, investigation of violence as political influence remains crucial to historians, to
Ireland, and to the world.
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an acceptable British conciliation.

51. Irish Labour. "The Strangling of Ireland: An Appeal to Irish Women." 1921. TS, Ireland
Union to Free State Collection. Boston Public Library Special Collections.
A riveting call to activism can be found in publications such as this one, which resolutely
argues that “There must be no question of women filling men’s places, or taking any part,
active or passive in this Crime against the Irish nation.” Based in ideology and necessity,
the inclusion of women defined Irish nationalism and contributed to the expansion and
therefore strengthening of Ireland’s horizontal comradeship.

52. Irish Labour. "Then and Now! Mr. Lloyd George Answers the Prime Minister." 1921. TS,
Ireland Union to Free State Collection. Boston Public Library Special Collections.
British Prime Minister Lloyd George was a hypocrite whose statements about the
importance of human rights diverged from his unjust actions during the Irish
Revolutionary Period. This is the central argument of this pamphlet. We found this source
helpful as a guide to comprehending how British politicians were viewed by the
nationalist Irish.

53. Irish Rebel Army. 1916. Anarchist International. Web.
This photo of the IRA paramilitary bears striking resemblance to images of international
terrorists today. Rather than glorious fighters, IRA members appear to be armed thugs

perpetuating violence. This is a primary source because a major component of our script
is a documentation of Irish nationalist terrorism in the Troubles of the late twentieth
century. We used this photograph as a guide as we designed costumes.

54. Irish War News 1. 25 Apr. 1916. Ireland Union to Free State Collection, Boston Public
Library Special Collections.
This was one of the most interesting sources we viewed over the course of our archival
visits. This issue of Irish War News was the only one printed. As the official newspaper
of the Provisional Irish Republic, it was distributed by the Easter rebels in the midst of
the Rising's action; when the republic was overthrown a mere few days later, this
publication was lost with the rebels' hopes for Irish freedom.

55. Join Sinn Fein. Irish Times [Dublin] 6 Nov. 1923. Ireland Union to Free State Collection.
Boston Public Library Special Collection. Print.
Over the course of our research, we viewed many Sinn Fein political advertisements
dating from the late 1910s and early 1920s, with the intention of understanding Sinn
Fein's upward trajectory during this period and how a surge in the popularity of Ireland's
main separatist party could be attributed to the Easter Rising. This Irish Times
advertisement, pleading "every class and every creed" to join or rejoin Sinn Fein, is only
one of many similar sources that collectively spoke to the growing visibility of the
formerly marginal party.

56. Joynes, J. J., Francis Adams, Gerald Massey, and Assorted Anonymous Authors. "Socialist
Nationalist Poetry Collection." Ed. James Connolly. 1898. The Worker's Republic Dublin. Print.
We decided to collectively cite these poems found in microfilm records of Connolly's
publication The Worker's Republic because these poems developed similar themes and
made similar claims. Many of the poems cited a subjective understanding of Irish
nationalism as a phenomenon deeply rooted in history, referenced Irish culture, literature,
and religion, and asserted a foremost role for the working class.

57. Kearney, Peadar, and Patrick Heeney. "National Anthem of Ireland: "A Soldier's Song,"
English Version." YouTube. DeroVolk National Anthems, 9 Dec. 2013. Web. 07 Mar. 2015.
References to “A Soldier’s Song” were pervasive in both primary and secondary sources
that we consulted. Nationalists sang this song as they trained in paramilitary groups in
the days leading up to the Rising, hummed it as they marched into battle, and made it the
official national anthem of the Irish Free State and unofficial anthem of Northern Ireland
following the Irish Revolutionary and Civil Wars. In an attempt to portray the
significance of this song and of song in general to the Irish nationalist movement, we
incorporated an English version into the scene of our play in which the Easter Rising
begins.

58. Kent, William. Brother of Thomas Kent, Executed in Cork 1916. 1947. Irish Bureau of
Military History. Web.

William Kent was a leading member of a prominent family that preached and defended
Irish Nationalism, eventually leading to the death of his brothers. Kent intented to fight
during Easter 1916, while his brother was a commandant in the Galtee Battalion, but no
official communication reach the family. The British Police raided his home and
threatened to arrest the entire Kent family, but inspired by the nationalist doctrine
invigorated through the words of Pearse and the leadership of Connolly, the family used
three guns and fought to the death. Kent’s first person retelling of his involvement in the
Rising and acts that followed demonstrated to our team the importance of the nationalist
ideology to Irish nationalists, which sometimes superceded the Volunteers’ own lives.

59. Leslie, Shane. "Letter Collection." Letter to Joseph Cyrillus Walsh. 1916-1917. MS, Joseph
C. Walsh Papers. New York Public Library Special Collections.
Joseph C. Walsh was an American editor and journalist who actively participated in Irish
affairs, while Shane Leslie was a notable author living in Ireland and working as
associate editor of the weekly Ireland. Sorting through this handwritten letter collection,
we noticed the despair of Leslie, who was privy to the diminishing hope of Irish
sovereignty during the post-Rising period.

60. "Madmen Make History." 18 June 1916. Kansas City MO Journal. Maloney Collection of
Irish Historical Papers. New York Public Library Archives. Print.
Throughout our research, we found it important to investigate how the Easter Rising was
viewed by the foreign press and public, because garnering the support of other nations

was a goal of the Irish nationalist movement. This article shows that some in the United
States in 1916 believed that the Rising leaders should have been acquitted and locked in a
lunatic asylum, claiming that any man must be insane who believes that a few men, even
charismatic, courageous ones, can establish a republic.

61. Man on Stretcher. 1916. The Irish Times. Web.
This is perhaps the only photograph of James Connolly during the Easter Rising.
Historians suggest that Connolly, whose grievous injury during the Rising helped make
his leadership famous, is the man in the corner of the photograph on the white stretcher.

62. Manifesto and Constitution of the Dungannon Club. 1905. TS, The 1916 Rising:
Personalities and Perspectives. National Library of Ireland. Web.
While republican tradition in Ireland waxed and waned throughout the nineteenth
century, it was more dormant than dead in its periods of stagnation. Revitalization of
republicanism accompanied Irish cultural and linguistic revivalism at the beginning of the
twentieth century. Dungannon Clubs, focusing on the distinctiveness of the Irish national
identity, were one of many politico-cultural organizations that were centrally important in
the rebirth of republicanism.

63. Massingham, Henry W. "Ireland, 1916 and Beyond." Atlantic Monthly Dec. 1916:
839-45. The Atlantic Online. Web. 16 Nov. 2014.

Henry Massingham, a prominent English journalist, offered one English perspective on
the Easter Rising. Massingham indicts the Anglo-Irish policy as one of neglect; England
neglected to recognize the seriousness of Irish political demands in every period of Irish
crisis, including 1916. Yet Massingham also resolutely condemns Irish militarism, so we
found his position to be a very balanced one, aware of the strength of Irish nationalism
but also assertive of the need to recognize the rights of those in Ireland who were bitterly
opposed to splitting from England.

64. Maxwell, John. General Maxwell on the Easter Rising. April 1916. First World War: A
Multimedia History. Web.
In our performance, we decided to depict General Maxwell because his controversial
policy was instrumental in motivating a sanctification of the Rising's violence and of its
leaders in the aftermath of the insurrection. General Maxwell also described the British
position, allowing us to present multiple voices and to showcase our broad research. We
were excited to uncover this primary report that directly informed our characterization of
Maxwell and provided quotation material.

65. McArthur, Patrick. "Maloney Irish Papers." Letter to Doctor. 31 Jan. 1922. MS. Ireland,
Dublin. Maloney Collection Irish Historical Papers, New York Public Library. New York, NY.
In post-Rising Ireland, Patrick McArthur explains the complicated social and political
state of the nation. His discussion of his concerns and opinions allowed an insightful look

into what the public was feeling in the wake of the momentous event around which our
project centers.

66. McArthur, Patrick. "Maloney Irish Papers." Letter to Your Excellency. 28 Dec. 1918. MS.
Ireland, Dublin. Maloney Collection Irish Historical Papers, New York Public Library. New
York, NY.
Following the Rising it was made quite clear that many of Irish people did not endorse
the British king, emblematic of their increasing opposition to British rule itself. This is
shown quite apparently in Patrick McArthur’s letter.

67. McGlennon, Felix. Songs of the Emerald Isle. Ca. 1920. TS, Ireland Union to Free State
Collection. Boston Public Library Special Collections.
Poetry and song was an large part of Ireland's republican movement, a fact crucial to our
thesis about the leadership of Patrick Pearse and to the structure of our performance. This
source and others provided access to Irish poems and ballads, the spirit (and sometimes
explicit wording) of which we incorporated into our script.

68. Members of the 1916 Four Courts Garrison. Independent Newspapers Firm. National
Library of Ireland. Web.
Depicting the Four Courts Garrison, this photograph shows the entire group who
protected this structure during the Easter Rising. This building was later partially
destroyed in the Irish Civil War of 1922.

69. Monteith, Robert. "Status Update about Easter Rising." Letter to Sir Roger Casement. 9 Apr.
1916. MS, Maloney Collection of Irish Historical Papers. New York Public Library Archives.
What made this correspondence between Rising leaders interesting was its surreptitious
reliance on encoded phrases, clearly a cautionary measure. Originally, we dismissed this
source as trivial, since it appeared to refer merely to a series of sporting events in "the
homeland" that were to begin on the upcoming Easter. A closer look revealed that all of
the individuals referenced in the letter were pseudonymous, and that "sporting events"
was code for the upcoming Rising. This source displayed the secrecy with which the
Rising was set up.

70. National Museum of Ireland. "Guide to the Historical Exhibition Commemorative of the
Rising of 1916." National Library of Ireland. National Museum of Ireland, 1966. Web.
This guide to the “Historical Exhibition Commemorating the Easter Rising of 1916” was
used in the National Museum of Ireland for the fiftieth anniversary, in 1966. By honoring
this infamous event, the guide and exhibit act as illustrations of remembrance and
education, as well as direct evidence of a continuing legacy. This informed our portrayal
of 1970s Ireland in our performance.

71. Northern Ireland, United Kingdom of Great Britain. Good Friday Agreement. 1998. United
Kingdom Government Publication Records. Web.

The Good Friday Agreement, which provided a negotiated end to the Troubles, is
controversial. Sir Albert Duffy, who helped shape British policy in Northern Ireland as
Minister of Defense and confidant of Margaret Thatcher, told us that the Good Friday
Agreement was a golden ticket to improved Anglo-Irish relations, and secondary sources
describe the use of this agreement as a model for other seemingly impossible resolutions.
However, outbreaks of political terrorism occur in Northern Ireland to this day, and other
interviewees who reside in Ireland call the peace tenuous at best. We read this agreement
so that we could assess it as we drew conclusions about the legacy of the Easter Rising.

72. O’Boye, Manus. Member IV, London 1913-1916; IRB and IRA, Belfast 1916-1921. 1949.
Irish Bureau of Military History. Web.
A longtime Irish Nationalist and participant in rebel groups, Manus Boyle provided our
Team with a perspective on not only the strong leadership of the Rising, but also the
strong legacy it left behind. While marching into Dublin with the Volunteers, Boyle
pointed out that “we were being led into a death trap”, but a senior member of the
Volunteers, Dinny McCullough, replied that “orders were orders”. Boyle did manage to
escape the Rising unscathed, but McCullough was arrested in Sydenham, now a part of
Northern Ireland. Boyle also discussed the violence between “orange” men and the
Protestants multiple years after the rising, further contributing to the idea that while the
Rising failed militarily, it ideologically transformed Ireland and left a profound legacy on
the country.

73. O'Reilly, John Boyle, J. F. O'Donnell, and Assorted Anonymous Authors. "Socialist
Nationalist Poetry Collection." Ed. James Connolly. 1910. The Harp: A Monthly Progressive
Irish Review. Print. Boston Public Library Microfilm Collection.
This citation collectively refers to an assortment of poems by multiple authors that
appeared in microfilm records of The Harp, an Irish socialist nationalist publication
edited by James Connolly. We noted a trend towards the sanctification of heroism and
violence in these eloquent poems, some of which we chose to directly quote in our
performance.

74. O'Rourke, Mary. "Former Fianna Fail Politician." Telephone interview. 7 Feb. 2015.
Mary O'Rourke is a former politician for the Irish Fianna Fail party, a Republican party
whose name translates as "Soldiers of Destiny." She served the positions of Minister for
Health, Minister for Public Enterprise, and Minister for Education during the Troubles.
We were able to ask her about the stances of politicians in the Republic of Ireland
regarding the Troubles and about how her decisions as Minister for Education were
impacted by her simultaneous desires to educate the Irish free state about its history as a
legacy of the Easter Rising and to refrain from the sanctification of political violence in
light of the Troubles.

75. Parry, G. Uma. "Maloney Irish Papers." Letter to William Maloney. 4 Aug. 1932. MS.
Ireland, Dublin. Maloney Collection Irish Historical Papers, New York Public Library. New
York, NY.

This letter details the feelings of Parry's acquaintance on the Rising. Noting that the
country stills “feels it” in 1932, the author shows the legacy and lasting effect of the
Easter Rising. We considered this a primary source because it is a direct argument about
the legacy of the Rising made by one who was experiencing this legacy at the time.

76. Pearse, Padraic H. "The Coming Revolution." Collected Works of Padraic H. Pearse. N.p.:
Dublin Phoenix, n.d. 91-99. Internet Archive. MSN. Web. 07 May 2015.
Written in 1913, Patrick Pearse focuses on what needs to be done in preparation for the
"coming revolution." He realizes that the Irish need to become more comfortable with
action, and violent action at that. Taking arms "requires work," which should be put forth
by every Irish citizen to defend their rights.

77. Pearse, Patrick. "I Have Not Garnered Gold." CELT: Corpus of Electronic Texts. University
College Cork, 1998 (1913). Web.
In his poem, “I have not garnered gold”, Pearse explains that while he may not have
widespread fame or riches after his death, his memory will live on “in the heart of a
child.” It is important to note that the Irish people are often metaphorically referred to as
"a child" in texts we’ve read. This poem was especially interesting because it
demonstrated that the leaders of the Rising were well aware that, while they would not
live on after their actions, the legacy of the Rising would have a lasting impact.

78. Pearse, Patrick. "The Mother." CELT: Corpus of Electronic Texts. University College Cork,
1998 (1913). Web.
Pearse tells his mother that young men who will die in the Rising, including himself
will not die in vain. Once again, the Irish poet references the long-lasting impact of the
Rising: “Generations shall remember them and call them blessed."

79. Pearse, Padraic H. "The Murder Machine." Collected Works of Padraic H. Pearse. N.p.:
Dublin Phoenix, 1916. 5-50. Collected Works of Padraic H. Pearse. MSN. Web. 7 May 2015.
In "The Murder Machine," Padraic Pearse, also known as Patrick Pearse, explained his
stance on the education system in Ireland, which was put in place by the English
government. Showing how his ideal education system would work in contrast to the
English system allowed for him to emphasize the idea of the manipulation through
education as Irish youths were being raised to act as "slaves" under their English masters.

80. Pearse, Patrick. "O Little Bird." CELT: Corpus of Electronic Texts. University College Cork,
1998 (1913). Web.
Pearse uses a bird to represent the innocent people of Ireland. He writes that he found a
cold, innocent bird lying dead on the flag. This is a clear metaphor for the innocent Irish
people who have and will die in political crossfire. Despite the somber tone of this
poem, Pearse’s actions and corpus of poetry show that he believed the deaths were worth
the cost of freedom.

81. Pearse, Padraic H. "Peace and the Gael." Collected Works of Padraic H. Pearse. N.p.: Dublin
Phoenix, n.d. 215-18. Internet Archive. MSN. Web. 07 May 2015.
As Pearse acknowledges the horror of war he draws upon religion. He recognizes that
Ireland needs to follow God throughout this journey while maintaining strength, which
God will undeniably grant the Irish.

82. Pearse, Padraic H. "Psychology of a Volunteer." Collected Works of Padraic H. Pearse. N.p.:
Dublin Phoenix, n.d. 103-07. Internet Archive. MSN. Web. 07 May 2015.
Pearse comments on the change in mental state due to the transition of men of words to
men of action, Gaelic League members to volunteers in the rebellion, as a standard
impact on one's mindset.

83. Pearse, Patrick. Proclamation of the Irish Republic. 1916. TS, The 1916 Rising: Personalities
and Perspectives. National Library of Ireland. Web.
This is one of the most important sources we read. The Proclamation of the Irish
Republic is directly demonstrative of Patrick Pearse's skill at articulating a nationalist
vision. This Proclamation still hangs in the parliament of the Irish Free State and in
every primary school, a testament of the role of the signatories in securing the legacy of
partial Irish liberation. A team member acting the part of Pearse states excerpts from the
Proclamation, in Gaelic and English, during our performance.

84. Pearse, Patrick. "The Rebel." CELT: Corpus of Electronic Texts. University College Cork,
1998 (1913). Web.
Predictably, given his vision of a rebirth of Ireland predicated on cleansing bloodshed,
Patrick Pearse’s poems are colored with adulation of active and violent rebellion. In “The
Rebel,” retrospectively apparent as a frightening harbinger of the Rising to come, Pearse
claims violence to be a force stronger and even more legitimate than law—a dangerous
and impactful claim. We used this poem to dramatically introduce our performance.

85. Pearse, Patrick. "To a Beloved Child." CELT: Corpus of Electronic Texts. University College
Cork, 1998 (1913). Web.
Pearse describes a beautiful young child who does not appear to understand the world.
Every positive line about the child’s beauty is countered by a dooming phrase about his
future. Here, Pearse seems to be using a common metaphor of his: the youthful child is
the combined Irish populace who will one day understand the plight of an Englandowned Ireland.

86. Pearse, Padraic H. "To the Boys of Ireland." Collected Works of Padraic H. Pearse. N.p.:
Dublin Phoenix, n.d. 111-16. Internet Archive. MSN. Web. 07 May 2015.
Pearse addresses the boys and men of Ireland as "Na Fianna Eirann," convincing them to
join the cause and help save Ireland from slavery to English masters.

87. Pearse, Padraic H. "Why We Want Recruits." Collected Works of Padraic H. Pearse. N.p.:
Dublin Phoenix, n.d. 119-23. Internet Archive. MSN. Web. 07 May 2015.
Explaining the need for recruits, Pearse draws upon the identity of the Irish populace and
the obligation they have to serve their country.

88. People Viewing `Proclamation,' Easter Rising Memorial, Arbour Hill, Dublin. 1966.
Wiltshire Photographic Collection. National Library of Ireland. Web.
This photograph, showing a woman honoring the Easter Rising, reveals how, even fifty
years after the occurrence, the Irish kept the memory strong. The cross in the midst of this
memorial, which features the words of the 1916 Proclamation of the Irish Republic, also
shows that although the Rising was a violent event, religion played and continues to play
a major role in its memorializing. We consider this to be a primary source of the legacy
of the Easter Rising, which makes up a segment of our performance.

89. Plough and the Stars. Dir. John Ford. By Sean O'Casey. RKO Radio Pictures, 1936. YouTube.
Web.O'Casey's "The Plough and the Stars" is the most famous theatrical depiction of the
Easter Rising. We watched the 1936 film adaptation of this play to gain inspiration as we
sought to create our own performance. We considered this a primary source because the
play was written soon after the Rising, and reflects the opinions of many in the Irish
nationalist literary community at the time.

90. Programme, Song of Freedom: Tralee's Commemoration of the 1916 Rising. 1966. TS,
Ephemera. National Library of Ireland. Web.
The fiftieth anniversary Easter Rising pageant recreated the occurrences of the six days
that forever changed Irish history. This program outlines the actors and supporters of this
production. It informed us of one type of event inspired by the memory of the Rising.

91. Redmond, Laurence. Member of IRB, Enniscorthy, 1912; Captain IRA, Wexford, 1921. 1954.
Irish Bureau of Military History. Web.
As a member of the Irish Republican Brotherhood during the Easter Rising and a captain
of the Wexford IRA branch in 1921, Lauren Redmond gave us specific details on life as a
prominent member of the insurrection and Irish Nationalist. He spoke specifically about
the communication problems of the rebels, as he only heard that a rising began in Dublin
on the Wednesday of Easter week. He also stated that his group would not surrender its
hold on the town Enniscorthy unless it had specific orders from Pearse, which speaks to
the immense leadership of the linguistic genius.

92. Rex vs. Sir Roger Casement, Trial Notes. 26 June 1916. TS, Maloney Collection of Irish
Historical Papers. New York Public Library Archives.
The story of Sir Roger Casement's involvement in the Easter Rising is a tragic one, which
we reconstructed through archival evidence including his publications, letters, and private
diary entries, as well as these trial notes. Casement was a prominent nationalist who
negotiated with the Germans to obtain a supply of arms for the Rising. In both his diary

entries and in these trial notes, Casement claims that he was kept in the dark about the
true plan for the Rising until it was too late for him to renege on his contribution; he
bitterly regrets his role in the rebellion, which he believes was fundamentally
foredoomed. Nonetheless, trial notes reveal that Casement was executed as a traitor. His
example is illustrative of divisions within Rising leadership, and his testimony raises
issues with the Rising's violent methods and desperation.

93. Roger Casement Sinn Fein Club. The Annual Easter Week Commemoration. London: Roger
Casement Sinn Fein Club, 1933. National Library of Ireland. Web.
This handbill, created by the “Roger Casement Sinn Fein Club,” advertises their annual
commemoration ceremony. Annually honoring the Rising kept the insurrection’s memory
alive. We considered many source to be primary which documented how the legacy of
the Easter Rising shifted and continued over time.

94. Sinn Fein Party. "Anti-Parliamentarianism Pamphlets." 1930. TS, Ireland Union to Free State
Collection. Boston Public Library Special Collections.
A core policy of the Sinn Fein party, which has been abandoned today but which was still
in effect during the Irish Revolutionary Period, was refusal to recognize the validity of
the decisions of the British parliament with respect to Ireland, and consequent abstinence
from parliamentary politics. Sinn Fein's anti-parliamentarianism is described in these
advertisement pamphlets. After analyzing the policy of anti-parliamentarianism, we
concluded that it is distinctly indicative of the intractability of Irish nationalist ideology.

95. Sinn Fein Party. "A Call to Irishwomen." 1918. TS, Ireland Union to Free State Collection.
Boston Public Library Special Collections.
Given historical context, Irish women played a relatively large role in the Easter Rising,
an interesting fact that we desired to incorporate into our performance by including a
character of an Irish female nationalist. This pamphlet, which claims that women can
stand alongside men in the fight for independence, contributed to an expansion of the
national consciousness to a traditionally marginalized group.

96. Sinn Fein Party. “Christmas Greeting Cards.” 1918. Ireland Union to Free State Collection.
Boston Public Library Special Collections.
When we came across these Sinn Fein Christmas cards, we found the juxtaposition of
militant nationalist phraseology and poetry with uplifting holiday greetings to be almost
as humorous as it was chilling. This source provided evidence of the pervasiveness of
political concerns in Ireland following the Rising; the debate over Irish sovereignty was
so all encompassing as to enter into every part of Irish life during the period.

97. Sinn Fein Party. “Collection of Eamon De Valera Sinn Fein Election Advertisements.” 1918.
Ireland Union to Free State Collection. Boston Public Library Special Collections.
These archival primary sources conveyed information about the main arguments made
by those who advocated the election of Eamon De Valera of the previously inconspicuous
Sinn Fein party in 1918. The Irish General Election of 1918 was incredibly significant, in

that it resolutely demonstrated the transformational impact the Rising had on Ireland:
Sinn Fein surprisingly overthrew the established moderate Irish parliamentary party and
gained control of Ireland, afterwards refusing to comply with British parliamentary
procedure and claiming allegiance only to an elusive Irish republic.

98. Sinn Fein Party. "Economics of Imperialism." 1918. TS, Ireland Union to Free State
Collection. Boston Public Library Special Collections.
This series of pamphlets highlights the supposed economic benefits to the Irish people of
supporting Sinn Fein's separatist policies, thereby ridding themselves of high wartime
taxes to England and of the socioeconomic oppression inflicted by the entrenched AngloIrish Protestant ascendant class. We noted that Sinn Fein's campaigns were hard-hitting
and multi-tactical during the post-Rising period.

99. Sinn Fein Party. "Vote for an Independent Ireland Pamphlet Collection." 1918. TS, Ireland
Union to Free State Collection. Boston Public Library Special Collections.
Simplistic (often humorously so) in their style of argumentation, these pamphlets
vigorously support Irish independence on the basis of the Irish nation's moral superiority,
historical continuity, and culturo-linguistic vivacity. For example, one pamphlet declares,
"Look at the Map! God Made Ireland Separate!" while another makes the dubious claim
that if the insignificant Czecho-Slovaks can request independence, surely the mighty Irish
must do so also.

100. Sinn Fein Party. "You Cannot Free Ireland Without Wading through Seas of Blood."
1918. TS, Ireland Union to Free State Collection. Boston Public Library Special Collections.
We considered this pamphlet's problematic assertion that "you cannot free Ireland without
wading through seas of blood." Part of our mission was to understand and respond to the
claim that violence was either regretfully necessary to the Irish nationalist movement or,
decidedly more controversially, that it was ideologically if not pragmatically mandated.
Sources such as this one helped us to classify nuanced articulations of the interplay
between violence and Irish nationalism prior to and after the Rising.

101. Sinn Fein Rebellion Handbook. 1st ed. Dublin: Irish Times, 1917. Print. Boston Public
Library Online Archive. Web.
This source, published just a year after the Easter Rising, was one of the most valuable
and comprehensive that we investigated. Within this compilation of Easter Rising
materials, we found information on Connolly and Pearse and statements about their
leadership, claims about Irish nationalist feminism, reprintings of such significant
documents as the Proclamation of the Irish Republic, and a plethora of photos of Dublin
under siege.

102. Sinn Fein Standing Committee. "Ireland's Claim to Freedom." 1920. TS, Ireland Union to
Free State Collection. Boston Public Library Special Collections.
This statement, written and drafted by the Sinn Fein Standing Committee, conflates
antiquity with political legitimacy, arguing that since Ireland had ostensibly already

"fashioned for herself a complete national type of education…when the rest of Europe
was a series of warring fragments" her subjugation constituted morally bereft annihilation
of a pre-established nation that the world could not condone.

103. Sinn Fein Standing Committee. Sinn Fein and the Local Government Elections Press
Release. 1928. TS, Ireland Union to Free State Collection. Boston Public Library Special
Collections.
This Sinn Fein press release explains the lack of utility of Irish self-governmental
measures, including local assemblies and parliamentary representation. According to
Sinn Fein, because of the marginal sway Irish representatives held relative to English
politicians, and because Irish representatives more often came from the Anglo-Irish
Protestant ascendency, rather than the working class Catholic masses of purely Irish
blood, Sinn Fein participation in government would serve only to legitimize English
policy, but not to shape it

104. "Sir John Maxwell's Position." The Irish Times [Dublin] 10 May 1916. BBC Newspaper
Archive. Web.
This source wholeheartedly supports General Maxwell's response to "the gathering of a
storm" in Ireland, reporting in the aftermath of the Easter Rising. It condemns those who
called for leniency for the rebels as ignorant, and seeks to downplay any characterization
of Maxwell as cruel and punitive; he is depicted rather as a savior of Ireland and of the

United Kingdom, taking the necessary steps to abate the flow of blood. Martial law, says
the author, is "a blessing to us all."

105. Two Little Girls, Easter Rising Memorial, Arbour Hill, Dublin. 1966. Wiltshire
Photographic Collection. National Library of Ireland. Web.
The photograph of these two children symbolizes the generations after the Rising, still
honoring the occasion. In our performance, we describe the impact of the fiftieth
anniversary celebration of the Rising on children, who grew up to join the Provisional
IRA and attempt to prove their successorship to the Rising leaders through decades of
political terrorism in Northern Ireland. This was a primary source because it helped us
shape our argument about the legacy of the Rising and its continuation through the
education of children

106. Van Voch, Shan. "Ireland, Germany, and the Next War." 1913. Irish Review of Dublin.
Maloney Collection of Irish Historical Papers, New York Public Library Archives. Print.
This source helped us to place the Anglo-Irish crisis in the days preceding the Easter
Rising in the historical context of World War I. Voch took issue with the claim that World
War I was Ireland’s struggle, asserting that Ireland actually stood to gain substantially in
the wake of England's potential defeat, either attaining freedom due to the weakening of
her captor, or else falling under the yoke of another master, Germany, who could not
possibly treat her worse.

107. Walker, Charles. Printer, “Irish War News,” Easter 1916. 1949. Irish Bureau of Military
History. Web.
As a printer at the “Gaelic Press”, Walker offered unique insight on lack of organization
that ultimately failed the Rising. While his printing press supported the national ideology
of the Easter leaders, Walker wrote that he and those working at the press went without
food from midday Thursday, and “were glad to get out and go home” after the British
reclaimed Dublin.

108. Walker, Michael S. President Eamon De Valera Inspecting Troops at a 1916 Anniversary
Event at Arbour Hill, Dublin. 1966. National Library of Ireland. Web.
As President Eamon de Valera inspects veterans of the Easter Rising on the fiftieth
anniversary of the rebellion, the Volunteers stand resolute, yet again. The moment was
captured in this photograph.

109. Williams, Oswalds Garrison. "Maloney Irish Papers." Letter to Billy. 14 June 1918. MS.
Maloney Collection of Irish Historical Paper. New York Public Library Archives.
Williams shows that aftermath of the Rising left devastating affects and sweeping
changes. The development of the Irish people’s thoughts and feelings is shown
throughout this letter.

110. Yeats, William Butler. "Easter 1916." The Atlantic Online. Atlantic Media Company, Web.

Yeats' "Easter 1916" is the most remembered poetic immortalization of the Easter Rising,
and was, in fact, what originally attracted us to this topic. Our titular reference to this
poem joins a tradition of continually evoking Yeats' refrain "A terrible beauty is born" to
describe the simultaneously beautiful and terrible legacy of the Rising. We knew, due to
the power of this poem, that it should conclude our performance.
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111. Anderson, Benedict R. O'G. Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread
of Nationalism. London: Verso, 1991. Print.
Anderson's exegesis on nationalist theory, innovative in its time, remains formative to a
definitional characterization of nationalism today through its influence on numerous
nationalist theorists and its continuing descriptive relevance. We found Anderson's
universal definition of nation as an imagined community to be helpful as we analyzed
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